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August 21, 2023 

Via email:  ENV.Minister@gov.bc.ca 
FIN.Minister@gov.bc.ca 
GHGRegulator@gov.bc.ca 

Honourable George Heyman 
Minister of Environment and Climate Change Strategy 
PO Box 9063 Stn Prov Govt  
Victoria BC V8W 9E2 
 
Honourable Katrine Conroy 
Minister of Finance 
PO Box 9048 Stn Prov Govt  
Victoria BC V8W 9E2 

RE: SUBMISSION TO THE BC GOVERNMENT ON THE NET ZERO NEW INDUSTRY INTENTIONS PAPER 

Dear Ministers 

We appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the government’s Net-Zero New Industry 
Intentions Paper. It is one of three recently released papers outlining the British Columbia government’s 
proposed regulatory changes it believes are required to meet GHG emission targets set out in the 
government’s CleanBC: a Roadmap to 2030 plan. The 2030 plan sets sectoral emission targets on the 
province’s longer journey to becoming a net-zero jurisdiction by 2050. The recently released series of 
papers, including the Net-Zero New Industry Intentions Paper, begins to provide some of the details of 
how the 2030 plan will be achieved.  

The Business Council of British Columbia is a non-partisan organization committed to improving the 
competitiveness and prosperity of the province. Our membership is made up of large and medium-sized 
businesses active in every sector of the economy, representing hundreds of thousands of payroll jobs 
across the province.  

The Business Council, and its member companies and organizations are broadly supportive of the 
government’s 2050 net zero goals. We are, however, concerned about the near- and medium-term 
economic implications of CleanBC policies. As currently envisioned, timelines are very short. Some 
elements of the plan depend on emission reducing technologies that are nascent and not commercially 
viable. We also believe that to date the economic implications and trade-offs required to meet the 
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ambitious 2030 goals, just seven years out, have not been clearly conveyed to industry, business, or the 
broader public. Understanding the negative economic impact of CleanBC forms an important backdrop 
for the collaborative discussions between industry and government required to reduce GHG emissions 
and move towards 2050 targets. We believe it is also important for British Columbians to more fully 
understand the implications of CleanBC on real incomes and related housing and living affordability 
challenges.  

Given widespread concerns about the implications for capital investment and production voiced by 
industry and many of our members that are corroborated by the government’s economic modelling of 
CleanBC, we believe it is in the best interest of all British Columbians that planned timelines be 
recalibrated. This is not simply a “we need more time” request. The expected negative economic 
impacts of CleanBC as it is currently conceived are substantial and widespread.  

This submission examines the income (GDP) projections for key industries as well as the economy-wide 
effects of CleanBC and the implications for household incomes and prosperity. It also addresses specific 
issues and thoughts about how to strengthen and streamline the proposed net zero policy framework.     

IMPACTS OF CLEANBC ON GROWTH AND PROSPERITY  

Modelling undertaken by the government to better understand and quantify the effects of CleanBC 
policies on provincial GHG emissions and real GDP shows not only will income (GDP) growth slow in 
B.C.’s heavy industry and light industry sectors but that the policies will result in GDP in 2030 being 
below 2020 levels. CleanBC policies are also projected to curtail growth in the fossil fuel sector relative 
to the baseline Reference scenario which does not include CleanBC policies. Combined, total income in 
these three foundational export sectors shown in the figure below is projected to be $8.9 billion lower in 
2030 because of CleanBC policies being implemented.     
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The sharp drop in income in these foundational sectors that generate enormous spin-off economic 
activity will ripple through the rest of the economy, an effect which the modelling process seems to 
appropriately capture. When these negative effects are combined with the direct impacts of the higher 
carbon tax and more expansive regulations, income (GDP) growth is expected to slow in all other sectors 
(apart from electricity generation). The government’s modelling indicates implementing CleanBC on the 
planned timeline will cut real economic growth in half and result in B.C.’s total economic output being 
$28 billion smaller in 2030 than it would be otherwise.   

 

 

 

Another way to conceptualize the magnitude of the economic impact is in annual percent growth terms, 
which most people are more familiar with. The model results imply that between 2025 and 2030, as the 
price of GHG emissions approaches $170/tonne and all current/planned regulations come into effect, 
B.C.’s real GDP growth will drop to an anemic average annual rate of just 0.4%, the slowest annual pace 
over a five-year period in the province’s history.   
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CLEANBC WILL SET PROSPERITY BACK MORE THAN A DECADE 

The implications of CleanBC policies for prosperity and well-being are especially concerning. Based on 
reasonable assumptions about population growth (taken from the 2023 BC Budget), implementing 
CleanBC as currently envisioned will result in real per capita income falling throughout the 2020s, 
modestly in the first half (per capita incomes have fallen for the past two years) and then accelerating to 
annual declines of 1.2% between 2025-2030.  
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These serial declines compound so that by the end of the decade, B.C.’s real GDP per capita will be 
$4,600 lower than it would be without the CleanBC policy measures. The Business Council believes it is 
not well understood that the best available forecasts show implementing CleanBC policies will push real 
per person income (GDP) in 2030 back to where it was in 2013.  

The benefits of moving ahead with the aggressive timelines outlined in CleanBC should be judged in 
relation to the reality that doing so means the average household in British Columbia will experience an 
$11,000 reduction in income over a relatively short period of time. The expected negative economic 
implications are substantial and warrant more scrutiny. Policy makers should also recognize that lower 
household incomes (and lower business incomes) will translate into fewer tax resources relative to the 
growing population, making it very difficult to sustain, never mind improve, health care, education and 
other public services and social programs.    

 

COMPETITIVENESS 

Fundamentally, a competitive economy is a productive one. The OECD describes competitiveness as 
reflecting, in large measure, productivity (value-added per unit of labour input). For a small open 
economy like B.C., competitiveness is most relevant to industry sectors exposed to international 
competition and that produce traded goods/services.  

B.C has traditionally enjoyed competitive advantages in natural resource industries and related 
downstream manufacturing sectors that rely on locally sourced commodities and raw materials as key 
production inputs. In B.C., these sectors represent almost half of total export receipts (goods and 
services exports combined) and are crucial to the province’s well-being, as the government itself has 
noted. B.C.’s major export industries provide the economic means to provide vital public services such 
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as health care, education, housing, public infrastructure, and funding for childcare. As Don Wright, 
former B.C. Deputy Minister, notes in his commentary on the slowly slipping living standards of 
Canadians, “society does not come cheap”. Generating tax dollars requires robust (not anemic) 
economic growth and a laser focus on encouraging (not discouraging) capital investment and 
strengthening the economic base.  

The federal and provincial regulatory and tax burden for companies with existing operations and for 
potential investors/new market entrants has increased over the past decade, diminishing B.C.’s 
attractiveness as a location to invest capital and grow businesses. The Business Council has observed 
that new tax and regulatory requirements are frequently developed and implemented in isolation, 
resulting in duplication, increased complexity, and higher-than-necessary compliance costs. The layering 
of proposals in the intentions paper, the introduction of an output-based pricing system, the promised 
oil and gas gap, and previous regulations on methane management, along with processes still to come 
on watershed, land use and marine planning, represent a prime example. For many operators and 
potential investors in the energy, forestry, mining, manufacturing, and transportation sectors, B.C. is 
already an uncompetitive jurisdiction to invest new capital in. CleanBC will further increase costs and 
the risks associated with developing new projects and upgrading existing facilities. 

On what is ultimately the most fundamental metric of the province’s competitiveness, the data are 
revealing. The share of exports in GDP has been declining in B.C. (and Canada) since about 2000. In 
almost all other OECD countries, exports have grown as a share of GDP over the past two decades as 
countries became more, not less, integrated in international trade. The long-term down trend in the 
province’s share of exports in GDP aligns with the decline in business investment in machinery and 
equipment per worker and intellectual property products per worker that has been evident in the 
province since at least 2007.  

Capital investment per worker in B.C. did enjoy a bump due to massive capital investments on a handful 
of major capital projects (Site C, TransMountain, LNG Canada and Coastal Gas Link). As the investment 
and construction phases of these projects wind down however, there is little in the way of large new 
projects in the development pipeline. The government’s modelling of the CleanBC policy scenario also 
foresees capital investment in B.C. falling throughout the decade.  

The Business Council also expects the CleanBC policy regime will hasten the slide in capital investment 
as more firms shift investment and production to other jurisdictions in Canada, the U.S., and overseas 
countries.  Having production migrate from B.C., a low GHG intensity jurisdiction thanks to our abundant 
hydro power, to higher GHG intensity jurisdictions is not positive for global GHG emissions.    

We agree with the Premier that “B.C. has so much to offer the world: a talented workforce, sustainable 
products and services, and an abundance of the natural resources, technology and energy needed to 
power the clean economy.” The Premier has suggested the government aspires to grow trade (which as 
noted above has been shrinking as a share of provincial GDP for over 20 years) and decrease the risks of 
policy-created uncertainties for investors and business managers. The Business Council welcomes these 
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comments. The Business Council believes the policies detailed in the intentions paper need to be better 
aligned with reducing uncertainties and supporting export growth.  

Accordingly, the Business Council recommends: 

• Working with industry representatives to fully describe the suite of competitiveness challenges and 
risks confronting businesses operating in the province’s export sector and what is needed to more 
fully realize opportunities and B.C.’s economic potential.  

• Expanding the range and types of investments/solutions that generate GHG emission credits and 
offsets. What is currently outlined in the Output Based Pricing technical paper and signaled in the 
intentions paper is too restrictive to allow for least cost solutions.    

OIL AND GAS AND LNG  

LNG is widely recognized as an essential component of the global transition to lower GHG emission 
energy. Fossil fuels will remain an essential part of the global energy supply for decades because of their 
unique energy density qualities, portability, and ubiquitous use throughout economies around the 
globe.  

Oil and gas is B.C.’s highest value-added sector, by a wide margin. Combined with mining, the oil and gas 
sector generate four to five times as much real income (GDP) per unit of labour input as the economy-
wide average. B.C.’s highest GDP per hour sectors create demand downstream for other goods and 
services across the rest of the economy. The development of energy and other natural resources is one 
of the most promising options for lifting average incomes and an important option for fostering greater 
economic independence and self-reliance for many of B.C.’s Indigenous peoples. 

The Business Council is concerned that the intentions paper proposes the province diverge from the 
federal government’s 2050 net zero LNG targets. In 2019/2020 the Business Council in collaboration 
with the government commissioned a third-party study of the GHG intensity of B.C. LNG. The review 
determined (and the province concurred) that LNG produced in B.C. is lower GHG intensity than LNG 
produced by all relevant competitor jurisdictions – based on CO2e per tonne of LNG produced, B.C. 
produces the lowest GHG intensity LNG of any jurisdiction in the world. Having more B.C. LNG produced 
to meet global demand makes sense on environmental grounds and is also hugely positive for local 
prosperity.   

Moving as swiftly as possible to further lower the GHG intensity of B.C. LNG and work towards 2030 
targets will require completing the Prince George to Terrace transmission line by 2030. The practical 
challenges of completing this link on this timeline are substantial, considering most transmission lines 
take 10 or more years to complete.  
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Accordingly, the Business Council recommends: 

• Ensure there is sufficient flexibility for enabling final investment decisions for LNG projects if the 
Prince George to Terrace transmission line is not complete by 2030. 

• Ensure oil and gas developments and mining projects have sufficient flexibility to meet their energy 
requirements and are not penalized if electrification options are not available for reasons beyond 
their control (i.e., if the utility is unable to develop the infrastructure). 

ELECTRIFICATION 

Meeting some of CleanBC net zero goals will depend on electrification in hard to abate sectors, which in 
B.C. includes several energy intensive trade-exposed industries. Adding generation and transmission 
capacity will be difficult and expensive, and the timelines embodied in the CleanBC plan often do not 
align with engineering realities, capital stock turnover, existing regulatory processes nor available 
construction capacity. We expect B.C. will not be able to expand the province’s electricity generation, 
transmission, and distribution system sufficiently to meet CleanBC 2050 emission targets. 

Accordingly, the Business Council recommends: 

• Enabling the private sector and Indigenous organizations to invest in transmission.  Ensure these 
assets generate credits for the investors and that they can be used as credits/offsets against their 
portfolio of GHG emission liabilities. Nova Scotia has a provision of this kind in place. 

• Develop and offer a CleanBC price for electricity for industrial users to encourage electrification.  

• Streamline the development and approval process for transmission interconnection.  

INDIGENOUS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

The Business Council is concerned that the entire suite of recent B.C. greenhouse gas policies (net zero, 
carbon tax and oil and gas cap) will undermine Indigenous economic development in B.C.’s natural 
resource sectors. The outright policy-induced declines in income (GDP) that is being contemplated in the 
mining, fossil fuel and forestry sectors under CleanBC are completely counter to the plentiful 
government commitments to support economic development and improve the well-being of Indigenous 
people and communities in the province. 

REGULATION 

The intention paper appears to indicate the government envisions a new statutory decision making 
(SDM) role for the Climate Action Secretariat. The Business Council is opposed to any new statutory 
decision-making functions. Instead, the aim should be to streamline all processes.     
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We submit that a new SDM role is in fact inconsistent with the December 2022 mandate letters issued 
to the Minister of Water, Lands and Resource Stewardship and the Minister of Energy, Mines and Low 
Carbon Innovation. The letters charge both ministers with working together “to improve [the] timing 
and transparency of permitting processes.” The Business Council and its members believe it is important 
to work closely with the government to ensure the regulatory system does not unduly impede 
investment in technology and infrastructure that will help reduce local GHGs.   

According to the Intentions paper, under the CleanBC plan, all major projects subject to B.C.’s 
Environmental Assessment process will also need to develop an approved net zero plan in the early 
engagement phase. The net zero plan will form part of the basis for determining if a project proceeds to 
the assessment planning phase. This is contrary to what industry stakeholders were told about the 
purpose of this step in the EA process which was also confirmed in the 2018 Environmental Assessment 
Act updates.  

Requiring a net zero plan prior to the actual project assessment phase will require large amounts of 
information normally developed (and made available) in Step 3 process planning phase and Step 4 the 
application development and review phase of the EA process. The addition of a net zero plan as 
conceived will slow the environmental assessment process and conflict with earlier assurances the new 
EA regime would streamline, not complicate, review processes. This is a significant concern for some of 
our members, particularly given the current average 8-year timeline for process completion.  

It is instructive to note that provincial EA guidance documents state that ‘[e]arly engagement is an 
important preparatory phase where meaningful conversations among participants begin about the 
proposed project to identify engagement approaches, potential interests, issues, and concerns early in 
the EA process and chart a path for resolution.” Requiring detailed information on GHG emissions, 
technology scope, mitigation measures, and an implementation plan covering GHG management is 
counter to the intent of the early engagement process outlined in the province’s EA document. It is 
asking proponents to provide engineering level details — most of which are unspecified until later in the 
assessment process.  

The Business Council respectfully opposes making net zero plans a precondition of an EA readiness 
decision. 

The paper also shows the government intends for facilities to have to submit updated net-zero plans 
every five years. This timeline is too short and does not consider the need for companies to balance 
capital investment cycles with commercially available and viable technologies and detailed accounting of 
future emissions. To address these issues, the Business Council recommends: 

• No amendments to Greenhouse Gas Industrial Reporting and Control Act to add a statutory decision-
making role for the Climate Action Secretariat. 
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• Moving some requirements for net zero planning from the application development phase of the EA 
process into the information requirements for permitting and licensing, as is done now for various 
management plans (e.g., construction, operating environment).   

• If adopted, the 5-year period for the review of net zero plans should be extended and aligned with the 
practical investment cycles and operating realities of individual facilities.   

CONCLUSION 
Governments in advanced democratic countries are always looking to adopt policies they believe will 
create jobs, support business growth, lift average real incomes, provide more opportunities for young 
people, and ultimately create a more robust tax and funding base for public services. Today, B.C.’s 
government appears to be charting a different course, one that will result in sizable negative economic 
impacts and an overall reduction in the standard of living for British Columbians. We are puzzled.   

Why is the government embracing a policy framework and timeline that its own modelling shows will 
shrink the province’s economy and make the average B.C. resident materially worse off? Moving quickly 
to implement policies that will reduce job opportunities and significantly lower incomes sits awkwardly 
with the government’s concomitant commitments to improve prosperity and affordability for British 
Columbians. We reiterate that we believe the province needs to recalibrate its near-term policy 
timelines to avoid the undue economic damage currently being contemplated under the CleanBC 
Roadmap.   

We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments on the government’s Net Zero Industry 
Intentions Paper. Looking ahead, the Business Council is committed to working with the government to 
find practical solutions to ensure B.C.’s prosperity is maintained as the province works to reduce GHG 
emissions and help address climate change.  We would be pleased to meet with you at your earliest 
convenience. 

Yours sincerely  

  
Ken Peacock Denise Mullen 
Senior Vice President 
and Chief Economist 

Director, Environment, Sustainability, & Indigenous 
Relations 

cc:      
Shannon Salter, Deputy Minister to the Premier 
Matt Smith, Chief of Staff, Office of the Premier 
Doug Caul, Deputy Minister, Office of the Premier 
Kevine Jardine, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Climate Change Strategy 
Jeremy Hewitt, Assistant Minister, Ministry of Climate Change Strategy 
Heather Wood, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Finance 
Renee Mounteney, Assistant Deputy Minister, Policy, and Legislation Division, Ministry of Finance 
Doug Foster, Assistant Deputy Minister, Strategic Initiatives, Ministry of Finance 
Shannon Baskerville, Deputy Minister, Ministry of Energy, Mines and Low Carbon Innovation 
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